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A variational inequality formulation of two-phase flow problem is proposed.
The variational inequality ensures the physical feasibility saturation.
A fully implicit method with adaptive dt is applied to achieve high stability.
A nonlinear elimination preconditioner is used to accelerate nonlinear solve.
Numerical results show the proposed approach is more robust than classical IMPES.
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Abstract
Most existing methods for solving two-phase ﬂow problems in porous media do not take the
physically feasible saturation fractions between 0 and 1 into account, which often destroys
the numerical accuracy and physical interpretability of the simulation. To calculate the
solution without the loss of this basic requirement, we introduce a variational inequality
formulation of the saturation equilibrium with a box inequality constraint, and use a conservative ﬁnite element method for the spatial discretization and a backward diﬀerentiation
formula with adaptive time stepping for the temporal integration. The resulting variational
inequality system at each time step is solved by using a semismooth Newton algorithm. To
accelerate the Newton convergence and improve the robustness, we employ a family of adaptive nonlinear elimination methods as a nonlinear preconditioner. Some numerical results
are presented to demonstrate the robustness and eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm. A
comparison is also included to show the superiority of the proposed fully implicit approach
over the classical IMplicit Pressure-Explicit Saturation (IMPES) method in terms of the
time step size and the total execution time measured on a parallel computer.
Keywords: Two-phase ﬂow, Fully implicit method, Variational inequality, Semismooth
Newton method, Nonlinear preconditioner, Parallel computing

1. Introduction
Flow in subsurface porous media impacts the daily life of human being directly. First
of all, it aﬀects the performance of petroleum reservoirs, one of the most important energy
resources for us on earth; consequently reservoir simulation models are used extensively by
oil and gas companies in the development of new petroleum ﬁelds as well as managing existing ﬁelds. For example, production forecasts are often needed for investment decisions in
∗
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developed ﬁelds, which require computational simulations of multi-phase ﬂow in petroleum
reservoirs. In addition, subsurface ﬂow and transport directly aﬀects our environment, and
there is a great need to provide accurate assessments of risk and engineering performance
for key processes with far-reaching consequences. Two important examples are the computational studies on geological storage of nuclear waste and carbon dioxide; in both cases,
simulation of subsurface ﬂow and transport is used to predict the long-term behavior of
natural or engineered materials aiming at performance and safety assessment. Because of
the complexity of the porous media, the ﬂowing ﬂuid, and their interaction, it is crucial
to develop accurate and eﬃcient modeling and computational methodology of subsurface
ﬂow and transport for deeper understanding of the underlying physics and for optimized
management of subsurface environmental resources.
In conventional modeling approaches for ﬂow and transport in geological formation,
Darcy’s law is assumed for single-phase ﬂow, and extended Darcy’s law for multi-phase ﬂow
in the media. These two phenomenological laws together with conservation laws and ﬂuid
properties are often used to model the ﬂuid ﬂow behaviors in the subsurface system. Conservative ﬁnite diﬀerence methods (in particular the block-centered ﬁnite diﬀerence method)
and conservative ﬁnite element methods (in particular the Raviart-Thomas mixed ﬁnite element method) are then used to discretize the Partial Diﬀerential Equations (PDE) system
in space. To discretize the PDE system in time and to tackle the coupled equations, various decoupled splitting schemes and time integration schemes have been used, which are
reviewed below.
Among the many solution schemes available, fully explicit methods (e.g. forward Euler
methods) are easy to implement and computationally cheap for a single time step; however,
due to the severe CFL condition imposed by the PDE with strong nonlinearity and stiﬀness,
fully explicit methods are seldom used because enormously many time steps are required
for a realistic simulation. One popular solution scheme people use in practice is the IMPES
(implicit in pressure and explicit in saturation) scheme [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 23, 58]. This
scheme takes advantage of the fact that the pressure information (thus the Darcy velocity
as well) propagates much more rapidly through the domain than the information of ﬂuid
saturations. Often, a number of small saturation time steps are carried out immediately after
a single large pressure time step, because saturation changes with time faster than pressure.
Iterative IMPES [38, 42, 43] is an improved version of IMPES where a number of iterations
are performed in a single pressure-saturation time step interval to increase its accuracy.
Sequential method can be considered as another variation of IMPES, where all equations are
solved in an implicit fashion without a full coupling of the system. It is believed that the most
stable scheme for subsurface multi-phase ﬂow is the fully implicit method [1, 15, 16, 44, 53],
which is also known as the simultaneous solution method in reservior simulation community,
or simply the SS method. All the coupled nonlinear equations are solved simultaneously
and implicitly in the SS method, usually using a Newton-type approach. Even though
the SS method is unconditionally stable for large time steps under certain conditions, its
computational cost and memory requirement might be expensive without a sophisticated
nonlinear solver, especially when the size of problems becomes large. Adaptive implicit
scheme [25] can be viewed as a variation of the SS method, where the expensive SS is conﬁned
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to those gridblocks that require it, while on the remaining gridblocks the IMPES scheme is
implemented. Even with a decent adaptive implicit scheme, a sophisticated nonlinear solver
is still crucial to achieve robust, accurate and eﬃcient simulation, which is the subject of this
paper. We also remark that this paper is restricted to the discussion of the two-phase ﬂow,
but the applied methodology is applicable to the other nonlinear multiphase ﬂow problems
in two or three dimensions.
A major challenge in the modeling and simulation of two-phase ﬂow is the high nonlinearity of the mathematical model. Sources of the high nonlinearity in the model problem
comes from heterogeneous permeability of high contrast, strong nonlinearities of relative permeability, and spatially varied capillary pressure functions. These nonlinearities are shared
with more complex problems. Signiﬁcantly, both in the model problem and for more realistic cases, the strong nonlinearities will mostly be conﬁned to advancing fronts of limited
spatial extent [51, 52]. As result, when solving such nonlinear systems, however, the predicted saturation can not frequently sit within physically meaningful range, i.e., undershoot
or overshoot from the interval [0, 1], such that the capillary pressure and relative permeability become undeﬁned and thus leads to the failure of the process. A common approach
to ﬁx this issue is the application of a projection operator, to cut oﬀ the undershoot or
overshoot of the solution from this interval. This treatment will destroy the mass conservation and thereby seriously ruin the numerical accuracy and physical interpretability of
the simulation results [37]. In this work, for accurate modeling and simulation of two-phase
ﬂow, we take the inequality constraints into account and introduce a variational inequality
(VI) formulation [21, 27] of two-phase ﬂow by incorporating the corresponding PDE and
the potential constraints, to naturally satisfy the basic boundedness requirement. Then,
the two-phase variational inequality problem is formulated as a nonlinear complementarity
problem [28, 48], which is solved by a family of semismooth Newton methods [17, 27, 46].
It is worth mentioning that most used algorithms in practice do not guarantee the computed saturation to stay within this range [10, 37, 38]. Very few eﬀorts have been made in
the design of numerical methods to insure positivity for two-phase ﬂow problems; a recent
example is [26].
The semismooth Newton method is popular for solving large sparse nonlinear systems of
equations arising from discretization of variational inequality problem, and is quite robust
and eﬃcient. It is proved (see [47]) that, under certain assumptions, the semismooth Newton
method enjoys the same properties as the classical smooth methods, such as locally superlinear convergence. When the nonlinearities in the system are well-balanced and a good
initial guess is available, a near quadratic convergence is usually observed. However, if the
nonlinearities of the system are strong and not well-balanced, such as the nonlinear system
arising from the discretization of the two-phase ﬂow in porous media, the convergence of
the Newton method can be problematic. To overcome this diﬃculty, we develop a class of
adaptive nonlinear elimination (NE) preconditioners to implicitly remove these components
that cause troubles for the Newton method. The NE algorithm is applied in the intermediate Newton solution to identify these components to be eliminated before a new global
Newton iteration, so that the overall performance of the Newton-based kernel solver is improved. The NE method in conjunction with the inexact Newton method [18, 19, 20] has
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been applied successfully to some smoothly nonlinear systems (i.e., the nonlinear function is
smooth), such as the shocked duct ﬂow [39] and the transonic full potential equation [31, 32].
However, designing eﬀective elimination strategies for variational inequality problems is not
trivial, since the corresponding residual function is not diﬀerentiable everywhere. In this
paper, we extend the applicability of NE for variational inequality solution of two-phase
ﬂow in porous media, and perform the intensive numerical experiments to obtain insightful
observation on the design of elimination processes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A variational inequality based model
of the two-phase ﬂow problem is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we brieﬂy review the
the semismooth Newton for solving general variational inequality problems. In Section 4, we
describe in detail the proposed nonlinearly preconditioned semismooth Newton algorithm.
Three sets of numerical experiments with parallel performance results are reported in Section
5 and some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Mathematical model and discretization
In the section, we present a mathematical model for the two-phase ﬂow problem in a
heterogeneous media under incompressible conditions. This is the prototypical system for
a wetting phase (α = w) and a non-wetting (α = n), which is described by the saturation
equation and Darcy’s law of the wetting and non-wetting phases. The mass balance of each
phase is given by a hyperbolic saturation equation,
φ

∂Sα
+ ∇ · vα = qα , α = w, n,
∂t

(1)

where φ is the porosity of the porous media, Sα denotes the saturation, vα is the velocity,
and qα represents the source term. According to Darcy’s law, the velocity for each phase is
determined by
vα = −λα K (∇pα − ρα g) , α = w, n,
(2)
where K is the absolute permeability tensor of the porous media, pα is the pressure, ρα is
the density, and g = g∇z with g the gravity acceleration constant and z the depth at the
position x. The mobility function λα = krα /μα is the ratio of the relative permeability krα
and the viscosity μα . The void of porous medium is jointly ﬁlled by the two ﬂuids, and the
relation of their saturations satisﬁes the following constraints

Sw ≥ 0, Sn ≥ 0,
(3)
Sw + Sn = 1.
The relation between the wetting and non-wetting phase pressures is given by the capillary
pressure [10, 30],
pc (Sw ) = pn − pw .
(4)
The total mobility is expressed as λt = λw + λn , and we also deﬁne qt = qw + qn .
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Then, the potential equation of the two-phase ﬂow problem is reformulated as


−∇ · (λt K∇pw ) − ∇ · (λn K∇pc ) + ∇ · (λn ρn + λw ρw )Kg = qt .

(5)

And the wetting-phase saturation equation becomes
φ

∂Sw
− ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) = qw .
∂t

(6)

Suppose the boundary of the computational domain Ω is composed of two parts ∂Ω =
ΓD + ΓN with ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅. The boundary conditions associated to (5) and (6) are
⎧
on ΓD ,
⎨ pw = pD
N
v·n=q
on ΓN ,
⎩
Sw = S N
on ∂Ω.
In (6), the wetting-phase saturation Sw need to satisfy the potential constraints (3).
Here, we take the constraints into account and introduce a variational inequality problem
for the two-phase ﬂow. Considering a L2 -inner product and the constraints for the saturation
Sw , we obtain the following variational inequality, see the references [5, 21, 27, 29] for more
details.
Problem 1 Given Sw (·, 0) = Sw0 ∈ H 1 (Ω) with 0 ≤ Sw0 ≤ 1, ﬁnd Sw ∈ H 1 (ΩT ) such that
0 ≤ Sw ≤ 1 a.e. in ΩT = Ω × [0, T ] and
 ∂S


w
φ
, X − Sw + ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) , X − Sw − qw , X − Sw ≥ 0,
∂t

(7)

which has to hold for almost all t and all X ∈ H 1 (Ω) with 0 ≤ X ≤ 1. Here ·, · denotes
the L2 -inner product.
In the following, with the help of Lagrange multipliers μ− and μ+ for the inequality
constraints Sw ≥ 0 and Sw ≤ 1, respectively, we reformulate the inequality (7) as follows.
Theorem 1 A function Sw ∈ L2 (0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) ∩ H 1 (ΩT ) solves the inequality (7) if there
exists μ− , μ+ ∈ L2 (ΩT ) such that
⎧
∂Sw
⎪
⎪
φ
+ ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) − qw + μ+ − μ− = 0,
⎪
⎨
∂t
0 ≤ Sw ≤ 1,
(8)
⎪
⎪
μ+ (Sw − 1) = 0, μ− (Sw − 0) = 0,
⎪
⎩
μ+ ≥ 0, μ− ≥ 0,
where all equalities and inequalities have to hold almost everywhere.
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Proof. Let Y ∈ L2 (0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) and hold the constraints 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1 a.e. in ΩT . Multiplying
the ﬁrst equation of (8) by the term Y − Sw , we obtain
φ

∂Sw
+ ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) − qw (Y − Sw )+
∂t

ΩT

μ+ (Y − Sw )−

ΩT

μ− (Y − Sw ) = 0.

ΩT

Using the properties of Y and the last three equations of (8), we have
μ+ (Y − Sw ) ≤ 0, μ− (Y − Sw ) ≥ 0, a.e. in ΩT .
Then the following inequality holds
φ
ΩT

∂Sw
∂t

(Y − Sw ) +

(∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) − qw ) (Y − Sw ) ≥ 0.
ΩT

For any given t ∈ [0, T ], by setting

X if t ∈ (t − , t + ),
Y=
Sw else,
we complete the localization in time and then the inequality (7) follows.



Corollary 1 A function Sw ∈ L2 (0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) ∩ H 1 (ΩT ) solves the inequality (7) if it is the
solution of the following problem
⎧
∂Sw
⎪
⎪
Sw = 0, φ
+ ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) − qw ≥ 0,
⎪
⎪
∂t
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
∂Sw
(9)
Sw = 1, φ
+ ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) − qw ≤ 0,
⎪
∂t
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ Sw ∈ (0, 1) , φ ∂Sw + ∇ · (λw K (∇pw − ρw g)) − qw = 0,
∂t
where all equalities and inequalities have to hold almost everywhere.
Proof. It follows from the fact that the problem (8) is equivalent to the system (9) by
eliminating Lagrange multipliers μ− and μ+ . 
In this paper, we employ a mixed ﬁnite element method (MFEM) for the spatial discretization. Let Ω be the computational domain covered with a ﬁnite number of mesh
cells. We use the Raviart-Thomas space RTκ for the velocity unknown in this paper. The
corresponding space for the pressure unknown is Qκ , the space of piecewise tensor-product
polynomials of order κ. The Raviart-Thomas space RTκ of order κ is the smallest polynomial
space such that the divergence maps RTκ onto Qκ . Even though the work can be extended
to higher-order κ ≥ 1, we consider only the lowest-order approximation (i.e. κ = 0) in the
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numerical examples of this paper. We denote the ﬁnite-dimensional velocity space (which
vanishes on ΓN ) by Vh ; and denote the ﬁnite-dimensional pressure space by Wh . We ﬁrst
deﬁne the Ua operator acting on (pw , Sw ) by
 
Ua (pw , Sw ) ∈ Vh + E q N ,



 −1
λt (Sw )K−1 Ua (pw , Sw ) , v = − pD , v · n ΓD + (pw , ∇ · v) ,
∀v ∈ Vh ,
 
where E q N is an extension of the Neumann boundary data for v·n into the entire domain.
We then deﬁne the Uc operator acting on (pw , Sw ) by
Uc (pw , Sw ) ∈ Vh ,
 −1

K Uc (pw , Sw ) , v = ((ρn λn (Sw ) + ρw λw (Sw )) g, v) +
(pc (Sw ), ∇ · (vλn (Sw ))) ,
∀v ∈ Vh .
Here, the Ua operator is used to deﬁne the total Darcy velocity excluding the inﬂuence
of gravity and capillarity, while the Uc operator is used to deﬁne the total Darcy velocity
contributed from gravity and capillarity.
For a given time-stepping sequence 0 = t(0) < t(1) < t(2) < · · · t(M ) = Tf , we deﬁne the
time step size Δt(m) = t(m+1) − t(m) and use the superscript
(m) to denote the discretized
 (m) (m+1)
(m)
evaluation at time point t = t . At each time
, the fully implicit mixed
 step t , t
(m+1)

ﬁnite element reads: we seek pw

(m+1)

, Sw

∈ Wh × Wh such that




 
F (pw ) p(m+1)
, Sw(m+1) , w = 0,
w
 (Sw )  (m+1) (m+1)  
F
pw
, w = 0,
, Sw

∀w ∈ Wh ,
∀w ∈ Wh ,

where the functions F (pw ) and F (Sw ) are deﬁned as


F (pw ) p(m+1)
, Sw(m+1)
w




= ∇ · Ua p(m+1)
, Sw(m+1) + ∇ · Uc p(m+1)
, Sw(m+1) ,
w
w
 (Sw )  (m+1) (m+1)  
F
pw
,w
, Sw


(m+1)
(m)
− Sw
Sw
= (qw , w) − φ
,w
Δt(m)
  (m+1),∗ 

 λw Sw
 (m+1) (m+1) 
 (m+1),∗  ∗

 Ua pw
−
· n∂E + λw Sw
ρw Kg · n∂E , w
, Sw
(m+1),∗
λt S w
E
(m+1),∗

Here Sw

(m+1)

(m+1)

is the upwind value of Sw



(m+1)

according to Ua pw
(m+1)

(m+1)

, Sw

.
∂E


. That is,

since Sw
is a element-wise constant function, Sw
is not uniquely deﬁned on element
interfaces, where it can take the value from either of the two neighboring elements. We use
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(m+1)
(m+1)
to categorize the two neighboring elements as one upstream
the velocity Ua pw
, Sw
(m+1)

element and one downstream element. The upwind value of Sw
is its value from the
upstream element. Similarly, ρ∗w is the upwind value of ρw according to the wetting-phase
velocity


(m+1),∗
λ w Sw





 Ua p(m+1)
, Sw(m+1) + λw Sw(m+1),∗ ρw Kg.
w
(m+1),∗
λt S w
Now we denote X = (pw , Sw )T , the above fully implicit formulation results in a nonlinear
algebraic system:
F (pw ) (X)
F (X) =
= 0,
(10)
F (Sw ) (X)
for each time step. The primary variables in the system (10) are pw and Sw , for simplicity in
the following the subscript w is ignored. Moreover, the discretization of variational inequality
(9) is given as
⎧
and F (S) (X) ≥ 0,
⎨ S=0
(11)
S=1
and F (S) (X) ≤ 0,
⎩
S ∈ (0, 1) and F (S) (X) = 0,
with only one of these three equations holding at a time. The system (11) is known as a box
constrained variational inequality or mixed complementarity problem, see [21, 27, 28, 46, 48]
and references therein.
For the long-term simulation of two-phase ﬂow in porous media, the evolution of the
system usually admits various time scales and the calculation often lasts for a long time.
Therefore, it is necessary to use an adaptive time step control for the the numerical simulation. In the study, analogous to the switched evolution/relaxation strategy in [45], we start
with a relatively small time step size t(0) , and update its value via t(m+1) = β (m) t(m)
with β (m) being the scaling factor of the adjacent time step size
⎛
⎛  
 θ2 ⎞⎞
(m) 

F (X )
1
⎠⎠ ,
(12)
β (m) = max ⎝ , min ⎝θ1 ,
θ1
F (X (m+1) )
 



where F X (m+1)  is the Euclidean norm of F X (m+1) . In the formulation, θ1 ∈ (0, +∞)
is a safeguard to avoid excessive change of the time step size between any two immediate
time steps, and θ2 ∈ (0, 1] is used to control the adjustment of the time step size. In addition,
we use the fully coupled ordering to build up the large sparse nonlinear algebraic system
of equations, by which we mean that all two variables deﬁned at the same mesh point are
always together throughout the calculations. At each mesh point, we arrange the unknowns
in the order of pij and Sij , and then all mesh points numbered in the natural ordering. That
is, the unknowns are ordered in the order of
X = (p11 , S11 , · · · , pij , Sij , · · · , pnx ny , Snx ny ) = (X1 , · · · , XN ) ∈ RN
8

and the corresponding functions are ordered in the order of
(p)

(S)

(p)

(S)

F (X) = (F11 , F11 , · · · , Fij , Fij , · · · , Fn(p)
, Fn(S)
) = F (X1 , · · · , XN ) ∈ RN ,
x ny
x ny
where N = 2nx ny . Moreover, we deﬁne a lower bound vector by
φ = (−∞, 0, · · · , −∞, 0, · · · , −∞, 0) ∈ RN ,
and a upper bound vector
ψ = (+∞, 1, · · · , +∞, 1, · · · , +∞, 1) ∈ RN .
Let I = {1, 2, · · · , N } be an index set with each index corresponding to an unknown
component Xi and a nonlinear residual component Fi . Then the variational inequality of
the nonlinear system (10) is deﬁned as follows: ﬁnd X ∈ RN such that one of the following
holds for each i ∈ I,
⎧
and Fi (X) ≥ 0,
⎨ Xi = φi
Xi = ψ i
and Fi (X) ≤ 0,
(13)
⎩
Xi ∈ (φi , ψi ) and Fi (X) = 0,
where the inequality holds componentwisely by φ = (φ1 , · · · , φn )T and ψ = (ψ1 , · · · , ψn )T ,
i.e., only one of these three equations hold at a time. A special case of (13) is the nonlinear
complementarity problem (NCP) by taking ψi = +∞ for each i,

ﬁnd
X ∈ RN ,
(14)
such that X ≥ φ, F (X) ≥ 0, (X − φ)T F (X) = 0.
Moreover, if the lower bound vector φ = −∞, then the complementarity problem is reduced
to the classical nonlinear system (10).
3. The classical semismooth Newton algorithms
We brieﬂy review the framework of the semismooth Newton algorithm for solving variational inequality problems [17, 27, 46, 48, 56], which serves as the basis of the proposed
method. The semismooth algorithm is based on a reformulation of (13) as a semismooth
system of equations satisfying a semismooth property using the NCP-function [28]. In the
following, we ﬁrst recall the reconstruction of (14) by using the Fischer-Burmeister function
[24], and then focus on the its application in the variational inequality problem (13).
A function ϕ : R2 → R is called an NCP-function if it satisﬁes the following property
ϕ(a, b) = 0 ⇐⇒ a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, ab = 0.
Then, for any NCP function ϕ, the complementarity problem (14) is reformulated as the
following nonlinear system of equations
 ⎞
⎛ 
ϕ X1 − φ1 , F1 (X)
..
⎟
⎜
.
⎜

 ⎟
⎟
⎜
(15)
H(X) = ⎜ ϕ Xi − φi , Fi (X) ⎟ = 0,
⎟
⎜
..
⎠
⎝
.


ϕ XN − φN , FN (X)
9

where H : RN → RN is componentwise. In the study, we use the Fischer-Burmeister function
to build the nonlinear system (15),
√
ϕ(a, b) := a + b − a2 + b2 .
Semismooth Newton methods, such as the ones studied in [17, 33, 34, 55], can be seen
as the application of a Newton-type method with a generalized Jacobian to the system (15).
In particular, for the Fischer-Burmeister function, the generalized Jacobian matrix is of the
form
Da (X) + Db (X)∇F (X),
where nonnegative diagonal matrices
Da = diag(da1 , . . . , dan ), Db = diag(db1 , . . . , dbn )

(16)

consist of the partial derivatives of the mapping ϕ with respect to the ﬁrst variable a = X −φ
and the second variable b = F (X), respectively, or a suitable approximation to these partial
derivatives at those points where ϕ is not diﬀerentiable [22]. Hence, let ai = Xi − φi and
bi = Fi (X), the values of Da and Db in (16) corresponding to the Fischer-Burmeister function
take the following form.
• If a2i + b2i = 0, then

• If a2i + b2i = 0, then
(dai , dbi ) ∈

⎧
ai
⎪
⎪
⎨ dai = 1 − a2 + b2 ,
i
i
bi
⎪
⎪
.
⎩ d bi = 1 −  2
ai + b2i


!
(1 − α1 , 1 − α2 ) |

α12

+

α22

≤1 ,

for any α1 ≥ 0, α2 ≥ 0.
Similar to the complementarity problem (14), we reformulate the variational inequality
problem (13) as the following nonlinear system [4, 46],
 ⎞

⎛
ϕ X1 − φ1 , −ϕ (ψ1 − X1 , −F1 (X))
..
⎟
⎜
.
⎜

 ⎟
⎟
⎜
F(X) = ⎜ ϕ Xi − φi , −ϕ (ψi − Xi , −Fi (X))
⎟ = 0,
⎟
⎜
..
⎠
⎝
.


ϕ XN − φN , −ϕ (ψN − XN , −FN (X))
where F : RN → RN is componentwise. And we can deﬁne the corresponding generalized
Jacobian matrices with respect to the function F(X) in a similar way. A major advantage
of this reformulation is that the merit function
1
Ψ(X) := F(X)T F(X)
2
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is continuously diﬀerentiable although the equation operator itself is nonsmooth [34].
The class of semismooth Newton methods for solving (13) is an iterative process. Given
an initial guess X 0 ∈ RN and let X k be the current approximation at the k th Newton
iteration. Then the class of semismooth Newton with backtracking (SNB) algorithms [3, 46,
56] consists of the following steps to ﬁnd the next approximation X k+1 .
• Find the inexact Newton direction sk by solving the Jacobian system
F(X k ) + Jk sk = 0,

(17)

where Jk is a generalized Jacobian matrix.
• Compute ¯l by a line search algorithm [18, 19] as the smallest l in {0, 1, 2, · · · } such
that



T
Ψ X k + γ l̄ sk ≤ Ψ(X k ) + σγ l̄ ∇Ψ(X k ) sk ,
(18)
and set λk = γ l̄ .
• Compute the new approximate solution X k = X k + λk sk , and set k = k + 1.
We remark that there are two major diﬀerences between the semismooth Newton method
and the inexact Newton method with backtracking (INB) [18, 19, 20]. One is that the
nonlinear function is modiﬁed in the semismooth Newton method. And the other is that
the generalized Jacobian matrix is used instead of the classical one in the semismooth Newton
method. Hence, the semismooth Newton method degrades to the INB for solving (13) with
φ = −∞ and ψ = +∞.
4. Nonlinearly preconditioned semismooth Newton algorithms
The convergent behavior of the semismooth Newton method is problem dependent. In
this paper, we propose a class of nonlinearly preconditioned semismooth Newton algorithms
to solve the multi-component nonlinear system (3), i.e., a nonlinear elimination (NE) method
is proposed to precondition the outer semismooth Newton iterations, which includes a subspace correction step and a global
 update
 step.
Let the notation X k+1 = M F, X k be the use of a nonlinear stationary solver M to
obtain an approximate solution, where F(X) = 0 is a nonlinear system and X k is the
numerical solution at the k-th step. In general, the nonlinear elimination preconditioned
semismooth Newton algorithm with backtracking (SNB–NE) can be described as follows:
Let X 0 be an initial guess and assume that X k is the current approximation, then the
approximate solution at next iteration X k+1 can be obtained in a multiplicative fashion as


X k+1 = M F, N(G, X k ) ,
where G(X) is a nonlinear function for the nonlinear preconditioning, Y = N(G, X) represents the application of the NE preconditioner when X is given, and then X = M (F, Y ) is
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the use of the SNB method provided that Y is available. Hence, the proposed method can
be seen as a class of nonlinear right-preconditioning methods, see the references [6, 41] for
more details. Below, we present a high level description of the basic algorithm for a general
problem in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Nonlinear elimination preconditioned semismooth Newton algorithm with
backtracking (SNB–NE)
STEP 0. Given an initial guess X 0 ∈ RN and set k = 0.
Until convergence do
STEP 1. (Subspace correction by NE):
• Evaluate Y k = N(G, X k ).
• Update X k = Y k .
STEP 2. (Global update by SNB):
• Inexactly solve F(X k ) + Jk sk = 0.
• Update X k+1 = X k + λk sk , where λk ∈ (0, 1].
Set k = k + 1.
End

4.1. Nonlinear elimination preconditioner
The proposed NE method is based on a ﬁeld partition of the nonlinear system G(X),
which is used to split the equation conformally into two nonoverlapping components by
physical or algorithmic aspects,
G(X) = G (u, v) =

G(u, v)
H(u, v)

= 0,

(19)

where G(u, v) and H(u, v) are the nonlinear functions with respect to the variables u and v,
respectively. Here, H(u, v) denotes the nonlinear equations that have unbalanced nonlinearities. Then, based on the ﬁeld partition, we deﬁne a new subspace function for the variables
(u, v),
u − uold
u − uold
F̃ (X) = F̃ (u, v) =
=
= 0,
H(u, v)
f (v)
where uold is the values of the previous iteration, i.e., the variable u keeps unchanged while
the variable v is updated based on the system f (v). Hence, in the above system, the nonlinear
system f (v) = 0, as a submodel of G(X) with respect to the component v, requires to be
solved in the following.
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We ﬁrst introduce some notations. Let S be an index set with respect to the component
v, where each index corresponds to an unknown component vi and a nonlinear function
fi (v), i.e., the number of elements of S is the same as the dimension of the vector v, denoted
by n1 . Hence, the index set S is a subset of the index set I = {1, 2, . . . , N }. For notational
convenience, in the following we denote the set S = {1, 2, . . . , n1 }. Then the index set is
decomposed into two parts Sb (“b” for bad) with nb components and Sg (“g” for good)
with n1 − nb components, i.e., S = Sb ∪ Sg . For this partition, we respectively deﬁne two
subspaces,
#
"
Vb = v|v = (v1 , · · · , vi , · · · , vn1 )T ∈ Rn1 , vi = 0, if i ∈ Sb ,
and

#
"
Vg = v|v = (v1 , · · · , vi , · · · , vn1 )T ∈ Rn1 , vi = 0, if i ∈ Sg .

Then we can deﬁne the corresponding operators Rb and Rg , which restrict the vector v from
Rn1 to Vb and Vg , respectively. Using the restriction operator Rb , we deﬁne the sub-nonlinear
function fSb : Rn1 → Vb as fSb (v) = Rb (f (v)), and deﬁne Tb (v) : Rn1 → Vb as the solution
of the following subspace nonlinear system
fSb (Rg (v) + Tb (v)) = 0.

(20)

Then we may introduce a new global function
vnew = T (v) = Rg (v) + Tb (v),

(21)

so that the good part of the vector v is kept while the bad part replaced by solving (20).
Hence, the operation is referred to the so-called nonlinear elimination since some bad components are eliminated.
The key idea of NE is to remove the unbalanced nonlinearity before performing a global
nonlinear update, so the eﬀective identiﬁcation of the bad components to be eliminated plays
an important role in the success of the algorithm. Some physics-based or ﬁeld-based strategy
can be used to determine the subset indices Sb and Sg . In the study, we use an adaptive
nonlinear elimination method to smooth out these bad components so that the performance
of the global nonlinear iteration can be improved. Let f (v) max be the maximum norm of
the residual function f (v) and the component-wise residuals |fi (v)| with i ∈ S, we use an
algebraic-based approach to deﬁne the bad region of the component, which is determined
by
ρ
|fi (v)| >
f (v) max ,
(22)
N
where ρ > 0 is a pre-chosen constant, N is the number of unknowns.
The role of ρ in (22) is used to control the number of “good” and “bad” components.
When the index set Sg is empty, which is controlled by criterion (22) with ρ = 0, it means
that all the equations with respect to the component v are bad in a global way. In the case,
the proposed NE method is reduced to the classical ﬁeld-split approach [41]. The eﬀect of
diﬀerent values of ρ on the overall performance of SNB–NE will be investigated later in the
numerical experiments.
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Remark 1 For the simulation of two-phase ﬂow in porous media using the nonlinear elimination method, we set the nonlinear function G(X) to the function F (X) in (10), and split
the multi-components nonlinear systems into two submodels with respect to the pressure and
the saturation, respectively. Moreover, the saturation component is labelled as the to-beeliminated component, i.e., (u, v) = (p, S). In the process of the SNB–NE method, we ﬁrst
take several (controlled by a threshold Nswitch , unless the line search fails) global nonlinear
iterations using the SNB method, then solve the subspace problem by the inexact Newton
method with backtracking, and this process continues until convergence.
4.2. The linear solver
The linear system problem,
AX = b,
has to be solved with diﬀerent Jacobian matrices A and right hand side vectors b as a
component of the proposed nonlinear solver, for both the linear Jacobian system and the
nonlinear elimination process. Eﬀective mechanisms for solving this system using iterative
methods are indispensable and have a great impact upon the success of the algorithm. One of
the keys to achieving good performance from an iterative method is to select an appropriate
linear preconditioner. In this study, we employ an overlapping restricted additive Schwarz
right-preconditioned Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES) method [7, 35, 49] for solving
these systems.
To deﬁne the additive Schwarz preconditioner, we ﬁrst partition the computational do
main Ω into Np nonoverlapping subdomains Ωl (i.e., Ωl ∩Ωl = ∅, ∀l = l ) for l = 1, 2, · · · , Np ,
such that
Np
$
Ω=
Ωl ,
l=1

where Np is the number of subdomains and also the number of processor cores. Then within
Ω we extend each subdomain Ωl with δ layers of mesh cells to a larger subdomain Ωδl that
overlaps with its neighbors. In each overlapping subdomain, we deﬁne a local subdomain
matrix Al that is the restriction of the global matrix A to Ωδl with the restriction operator
Rlδ , i.e.,
Al = Rlδ A(Rlδ )T .
Here, Rlδ and (Rlδ )T are the restriction and prolongation operators, respectively. Given a
global vector deﬁned on all mesh cells in Ω, Rlδ restricts the global vector to a local vector
that is deﬁned only on the mesh cells within the overlapping subdomain Ωδl , while (Rlδ )T
prolongates the restricted vector back to a vector deﬁned on all mesh cells in the whole
domain Ω with zeros ﬁlled to the unknowns corresponding to mesh cells outside Ωδl . The
one-level restricted additive Schwarz (RAS) preconditioner [8, 50, 54, 57] is deﬁned as
M

−1

=

Np


(Rl0 )T (Al )−1 Rlδ ,

l=1
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(23)

where the restriction operator Rl0 is deﬁned as the restriction to put zeros at unknowns
corresponding to mesh cells outside the non-overlapping subdomain Ωl and the matrixvector multiplication with (Al )−1 is calculated based on the sparse LU factorization of Al .
5. Numerical experiments
We implement the algorithms studied in this paper using the open-source Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientiﬁc computation (PETSc) library ([2]). The numerical tests are
carried out on the Tianhe-2 supercomputer. The computing nodes of Tianhe-2 are interconnected via a proprietary high performance network, and there are two 12-core Intel Ivy
Bridge Xeon CPUs and 24GB local memory in each node. The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors
are not utilized in our tests. In the numerical experiments, we use all 24 CPU cores in each
node and assign one subdomain to each core.
There are several nonlinear and linear iterative procedures in the proposed algorithms,
and each requires a proper stopping condition. In the SNB–NE method, an absolute (relative) tolerance of 10−8 (10−6 ) is utilized for the global nonlinear iteration, and the absolute
(relative) tolerance is set to 10−10 (10−6 ) for the subspace nonlinear iteration. In nonlinear
iterations, we use the standard cubic backtracking algorithm [18, 19] with σ = 10−4 in (18)
to pick the step length. All linear systems are solved by the Schwarz preconditioned GMRES
method with absolute and relative tolerances of 10−8 and 10−2 , respectively. In practice,
we set the adaptivity parameters in (12) to be θ1 = 2.5 and θ2 = 0.75. Throughout this
section, in the tables, “Np ” stands for the number of processors, which is the same as the
number of subdomains, “Newton” is the average number of inexact Newton iterations per
time step, “GMRES” is the average number of the preconditioned GMRES iterations per
Newton iteration, and “Time” is the total compute time in seconds.
5.1. Test cases
In this paper, we conduct the numerical experiments based on four examples [30, 36, 52].
In these examples, we consider two-phase ﬂuid ﬂow in a horizontal layer with heterogeneous
permeabilities. With the media being horizontal, the eﬀect of gravity is neglected in all
examples, except the last example. The void of medium is initially fully saturated with oil
and then we ﬂood the system by water at the left end. The production end is the right-hand
side. The other boundaries are impermeable; that is, the normal component of the Darcy
velocity on these boundaries vanishes. There is no injection/extraction to the interior of the
domain. We use the absolute permeability tensor as K = kI, where I is the identity matrix
and k is a positive real number. In the tests, the capillary pressure function in (4) is given
by
Bc
pc = √ log(Se ),
k
where Bc is a positive parameter and Se is the normalized saturation that is chosen to be
zero for the residual saturations of water and oil, i.e., Se = Sw . The employed relative
permeabilities are given by krw = Seβ and krn = (1 − Se )β respectively, with β being a
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positive integer number. In the computation, we assume the minimal value of the saturation
is Sw = 10−4 , which is used to replace the lower bound 0 in (11).
In the ﬁrst test case, as shown in the upper left panel of Figure 1, the tested medium
with the domain dimensions 300 m × 150 m × 1 m consists of two subdomains with diﬀerent
conﬁgurations for the distribution of permeability,

100 md 70 ≤ x ≤ 150 and 50 ≤ y ≤ 100,
k=
1 md
otherwise.
The porosity of this medium is φ = 0.2. We use the quadratic relative permeabilities, i.e.,
β = 2. The viscosities of water and oil are μw = 1 cP and μn = 0.45 cP, respectively. The
capillary pressure parameter Bc is taken as 70 bar. The injection rate is 0.15 PV/year.
In the second test case, the tested medium consists of three subdomains with the diﬀerent
permeabilities of 1 md or 100 md, i.e.,

1 md
50 ≤ y ≤ 100,
k=
100 md otherwise.
The conﬁgurations are shown in the upper right panel of Figure 1. The porosity of this
medium φ is 0.2. The viscosities of water and oil are μw = 1 cP and μn = 0.5 cP, respectively.
The relative permeabilities are cubic, i.e., β = 3. The capillary pressure parameter Bc is
taken as 60 bar. The injection rate is 0.2 PV/year.
The third and the fourth test cases both involve random permeabilities with φ = 0.2,
β = 2, μw = 1 cP, μn = 0.2 cP, and the injection rate of 0.1 PV/year. In the third test
case, the dimension of tested medium is 100 m × 100 m × 1 m with the capillary pressure
parameter of Bc = 25 and a random distribution of permeability in the range 0.03 to 400, as
shown in the lower left panel of Figure 1. In the last test case, we consider a 3D tilted domain
with a 300 m × 150 m × 150 m dimension and a random distribution of permeability with
the range of [0.0013, 161.6361], generated by a geostatistical model using the open source
code MRST [40]. The densities of the wetting and non-wetting phases are ρw = 1000kg/m3
and ρn = 600kg/m3 , respectively.
5.2. Numerical validation
We ﬁrst validate the discretization scheme and the fully implicit solver by running Case-1
and Case-3. In Figure 2, we show the computed results obtained on a 100×50 mesh by using
the SNB–NE and IMPES methods for Case-1. In this test, for the SNB–NE method we start
with t(0) = 5 × 10−3 and adjust the time step size by (12), and ﬁnish the simulation at
t = 3.334 year after 98 time steps, leading to an average time step size of tavg = 0.03402;
for the IMPES method we use a ﬁxed time step size t = 5 × 10−4 due to the stability
constraints. We ﬁnd that the numerical results of both the IMPES method and the fully
implicit method are consistent to the published benchmark solutions in [36].
We then run Case-3 to verify the robustness of the fully implicit method. Figure 3 shows
contour plots of wetting-phase saturation proﬁles by using SNB–NE at diﬀerent times for
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(a) Case-1

(b) Case-2

(c) Case-3

(d) Case-4

Figure 1: Heterogeneous permeabilities. We use the logarithmic scale for Case-3 and Case-4, i.e., log(k)
where k has a unit of md.

(a) SNB–NE

(b) IMPES

Figure 2: Case-1: wetting-phase saturation proﬁles by using the SNB–NE and IMPES methods.
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Case-3. In the second test, the mesh is 100×100, the initial time step size to be t(0) = 10−2 ,
and ﬁnish the simulation at t = 3.573 year after 53 time steps, i.e., the average time step
size is tavg = 0.0674. We can see that the fully implicit approach successfully resolves the
evolution of the wetting-phase saturations. It is worth mentioning that, because of exceeding
the physically feasible saturation fractions between 0 and 1, (a) for Case-1, the standard
inexact Newton method with backtracking comes to a breakdown from the ﬂoating point
exception when the time step size is larger than t = 10−2 on a 100 × 50 mesh; and (b)
for Case-3, the the inexact Newton method with backtracking fails when t ≥ 0.02 on a
100 × 100 mesh.

(a) t = 0.388

(b) t = 1.007

(c) t = 2.51

(d) t = 3.573

Figure 3: Case-3: wetting-phase saturation proﬁles by using SNB–NE at diﬀerent times.

In the simulation of two-phase ﬂow in porous media, the ﬂow behavior is inﬂuenced by
the capillary pressure parameter Bc . In Figure 4, we show the wetting-phase saturation
proﬁles with diﬀerent capillary pressure parameters obtained on a 100 × 50 mesh and a
initial time step size to be t(0) = 5 × 10−3 for Case-2. The simulation is ﬁnished at 0.5
PVI, i.e., t = 0.5/0.2 year. It is observed that the ﬂow behavior with homogeneous capillary
pressure is essentially inﬂuenced by the low permeability ﬁeld, which causes a great delay
of displacement in the middle layer. Moreover, this delay of displacement becomes obvious
with the decreasing of the capillary pressure. Table 1 shows the performance of the SNB–NE
method with respect to the capillary pressure parameters. It is clearly seen that number of
time steps and the execution time decrease as the decreasing of the capillary pressure.
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(a) Bc = 20

(b) Bc = 40

(c) Bc = 60

(d) Bc = 80

Figure 4: Case-2: wetting-phase saturation proﬁles with diﬀerent capillary pressures Bc .
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Table 1: A comparison of diﬀerent capillary pressure parameters for Case-2.

Capillary pressure
End of simulation time (years)
Number of time steps
Average time step size (years)
Average nonlinear iteration
Average linear iteration
Execution time (second)

Bc = 20
2.5226
82
0.0308
9.8
7.7
42.0

Bc = 40
2.5203
75
0.0336
9.4
7.5
39.2

Bc = 60
2.5082
72
0.0348
9.3
7.4
38.0

Bc = 80
2.5192
71
0.0355
9.6
7.3
37.5

Finally, we test the proposed method with Case-3, which is a 3D problem with random
permeabilities as shown in the lower right panel of Figure 1. The heterogeneity of the
permeabilities often causes unexpected early water breakthrough and is challenging for the
numerical techniques. In the test we set the initial time step to t = 10−3 and run the
simulation on a 100×50×50 mesh. The simulation is ended at t = 1.5 year. The contour plots
of wetting-phase saturation proﬁles by using the SNB–NE method with diﬀerent capillary
pressures are shown in Figure 5. We can see that the proposed approach successfully resolves
the rapid and abrupt evolution of the wetting-phase saturation, and the capillary pressure
function has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the simulation of the two-phase ﬂow.
5.3. A comparison of SNB and SNB–NE
We present a comparison of the SNB–NE algorithm with the classical SNB method.
As introduced in Section 2, the price to pay in using fully coupled implicit methods is to
solve a nonlinear system at each time step. In order to maintain the physically feasible
saturation fractions between 0 and 1, we propose a family of semismooth methods to ensure
the saturation within physically meaningful range. However, since the nonlinear system is
highly nonlinear, the SNB method often fails to converge due to the failure of linear search.
Hence, in the study we use the SNB–NE method to ﬁx this issue. Figures 6 and 7 show the
histories of the nonlinear residuals of SNB and SNB–NE for the three test cases. We observe
from the ﬁgures that the SNB–NE method converges well for the test cases. It is clear that
the nonlinear preconditioner improves the performance of the global Newton iteration by
balancing the nonlinearities.
In the following, we study the distribution of the bad components during the global nonlinear iterations. The eﬀective identiﬁcation of the bad components to be eliminated plays
an important role in the success of the method. For many PDE problems with highly nonlinearity, the surface residual plot of the nonlinear functions for some variables provide such
a piece of useful information to identify which ﬁeld variable dominates the overall residual
norm of the nonlinear system, which indicate that its nonlinearities are far from balanced.
In Figure 8, we show the residual surface plots for the pressure and saturation components
obtained by using the classical semismooth method at the ﬁrst nonlinear iteration. One
typical characteristic of these surface plots for Case-1 is that the residual error of the pressure component is quite small, and the overall residual norm is dominated by the saturation
20

(a) Bc = 0 and layer=10

(b) Bc = 0 and layer=48

(c) Bc = 20 and layer=10

(d) Bc = 20 and layer=48

Figure 5: Case-4: wetting-phase saturation proﬁles with diﬀerent capillary pressures Bc . In the ﬁgure,
“layer” denotes the layer of the mesh size in the z-direction.
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Figure 6: Nonlinear residual history for Case-1 at the ﬁrst (left) and second (right) time steps on a 100 × 50
mesh and with initial time step size t(0) = 5 × 10−3 .
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Figure 7: Nonlinear residual history for Case-2 (left) and Case-3 (right) at the ﬁrst time step. For Case-2,
the initial time step size is t(0) = 5 × 10−3 and the mesh size is 100 × 50; For Case-3, the initial time step
size is t(0) = 10−2 and the mesh size is 100 × 100.

component. As a result, many more Newton iterations are needed in order to try to remove
this error. Hence, the saturation component S is recognized as the “bad component”. We
remark that the residual surface plots for Case-2 and Case-3 are similar to that for Case-1,
and we omit these plots for brevity.
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Figure 8: Case-1: The residual surface plots for dominant components before ﬁrst nonlinear iteration at the
40th time step. The mesh is 100 × 50.

We further investigate how the “bad” region changes for the SNB–NE method during
the time stepping. As shown in Figures 9 for Case-1, the distribution of the to-be-eliminated
regions is marked as red, and the good region is marked as the gray. Note that the void of
medium is initially fully saturation with oil and the we ﬂood the system at the left end, and
the production end is the right-hand side. Hence, the interface of the red color and the grey
color in the ﬁgures can be seen as the mixing zone between water and oil. As the simulation
moves forward, the water pushes the interface to the right-hand side correspondingly. It
is worth mentioning that the performances of the to-be-eliminated regions for Case-2 and
Case-3 are analogous to that for Case-1, and we also ignore these plots for brevity.
Now we study the eﬀect of ρ in (22) for the SNB–NE method. The role of ρ is used
to control the number of “good” and “bad” components. In Table 2, we show the eﬀect
of the parameter ρ for Case-1 and Case-2 with a 100 × 50 mesh. When the value of ρ is
smaller, the region of the bad points will increase, meanwhile it leads to the dimension of
the subspace nonlinear problem increases, in general the cost for solving subspace nonlinear
22

(a) At the 10th time step

(b) At the 20th time step

(c) At the 40th time step

(d) At the 60th time step

Figure 9: Case-1: Distribution of the to-be-eliminated regions (marked as red) by using SNB–NE at diﬀerent
times. The mesh is 100 × 50. The initial time step size to be t(0) = 5 × 10−3 .

problems may decrease as well. A special case is ρ = 0, which means that all the points of
the saturation component is bad in a global way. From Table 2, we ﬁnd that ρ ∈ [0, 10] is
appropriate that compromises the costs between the global and subspace solves to minimize
the overall compute time and guarantees the convergence of the totally method.
Table 2: The eﬀect of ρ. The number of processors is Np = 4. The mesh is 100 × 50 and the initial time step
size to be t(0) = 5 × 10−3 . In the table, the columns of “SNB step” (“NE step”) denote the performance
of the global (subspace) iteration, and “Time” in the the column of ”SNB–NE” includes the total execution
time for solving all the nonlinear systems for the global and subspace iterations.

Case

ρ

Newton

Case-1

0
0.1
1.0
10
0
0.1
1.0
10

9.9
11.2
10.1
11.1
10.7
8.6
9.4
9.8

Case-2

GMRES
SNB step
13.9
13.3
13.4
13.3
8.0
7.8
7.4
7.1

Time

Newton

40.2
41.6
38.1
41.9
26.7
22.0
25.1
26.1

4.22
5.23
4.48
5.42
9.55
7.95
7.88
7.94
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GMRES
NE step
1.79
1.72
1.75
1.69
1.73
1.69
1.61
1.53

Time
12.2
11.7
10.2
12.0
17.7
12.6
12.0
12.9

Time
SNB–NE
52.4
53.3
48.3
53.9
44.4
34.6
37.1
39.0

5.4. Parallel performance study
In this subsection, we mainly focus on the parallel performance of the SNB–NE method
by using Case-2. An important feature of SNB–NE is the selections of linear preconditioners
for the solution of global and subspace Jacobian systems. As introduced in Subsection 4.2, we
consider the Schwarz preconditioned GMRES method for solving the global and subspace
Jacobian systems. In the Schwarz procondtioner, the overlapping parameter δ plays an
important role in controlling the number of linear iterations and the total compute time. In
this test, we ﬁx the overlapping size in the subspace Jacobian systems to one and investigate
the eﬀect of δ on the performance of the proposed method for the global iterations. For this
experiment, we consider three meshes 1024×512, 2048×1024, and 4096×2048, and use three
corresponding initial time step size t(0) = 10−4 , 10−5 , and 10−6 . The simulation is stopped
after ﬁve implicit time steps, and the parameter ρ is ﬁxed to zero. As shown in Table 3, from
the numbers of linear iterations, we see that, in general, the algorithm converges better as
the overlap increases. However, larger overlap also requires more compute time per iteration.
We obverse that the moderate overlap δ = 6 provide a good trade oﬀ among the compute
time and linear iterations. Note that the additive Schwarz preconditioner degenerates to a
block-Jacobi preconditioner when the overlapping factor δ = 0, and we ﬁnd from Table 3
that the linear solver fails to converge when using the block-Jacobi preconditioner.
Table 3: Performance with respect to the overlapping factor δ for the global iterations. The “∗” means the
divergence of the method.

Mesh

Np

1024 × 512

64

2048 × 1024

4096 × 2048

δ

0
2
4
6
8
128 0
2
4
6
8
256 0
2
4
6
8

Newton
∗
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.8
∗
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
∗
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4

GMRES
SNB step
∗
21.4
16.4
13.6
11.9
∗
43.5
32.4
26.7
23.7
∗
94.9
72.0
60.4
52.5

Time
∗
25.3
23.4
22.4
23.1
∗
61.7
51.9
48.0
49.1
∗
212.8
162.6
140.8
131.8

For high ﬁdelity simulations on supercomputers with a large number of processors, the
strong and weak scalabilities of an algorithm with respect to the number of processors are
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critically important. The strong scalability is deﬁned as how the execution time varies with
the number of processors for a ﬁxed total problem size, and the weak scalability is deﬁned
as how the execution time varies with the number of processors for a ﬁxed problem size per
processor. Here, we focus on the scalable performance of the SNB–NE method. We perform
the strong scalability test on two ﬁxed meshes and diﬀerent number of processor cores in
Table 4. In the test, the simulation is stopped after ﬁve implicit time steps for a 4096 × 2048
mesh and three implicit time steps for a 8192 × 4096 mesh with the same initial time step
size t(0) = 10−6 . We can see from the table that, and the number of linear iterations
increases slowly with the growth of the the number of processor cores. In Figure 10, we
report the compute time for the global and subspace iterations with respect to the number
of processors. We see that the compute time of the proposed method decreases with the
number of processors increases, and a good speedup is obtained from 64 to 4096 processors.
Table 4: Strong scalability with diﬀerent numbers of processors Np . In the table, the columns of “SNB
step” (“NE step”) denote the performance of the global (subspace) iteration, and “Time” in the the column
of ”SNB–NE” includes the total execution time for solving all the nonlinear systems for the global and
subspace iterations. The biggest simulation has 8192 × 4096 × 2 = 67, 108, 864 degrees of freedom.

Mesh

Np

Newton

4096 × 2048

64
128
256
512
1024
256
512
1024
2048
4096

5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
11.0
10.7
10.7
11.0
11.0

8192 × 4096

GMRES Time
SNB step
42.0
546.1
46.2
261.5
60.4
140.8
67.2
74.9
81.6
45.4
65.5
1169.8
74.2
530.4
103.2
308.5
123.2
167.3
144.9
100.2

Newton
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7

GMRES
NE step
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Time
36.6
17.8
8.8
4.3
2.3
35.8
16.6
8.4
4.3
2.5

Time
SNB–NE
582.7
279.3
149.6
79.2
47.7
1205.6
547.0
316.9
171.6
102.7

A weak scalability test is carried out to examine the performance of the solver when
the problem size is increased in proportion to the number of processor cores. Now let us
compare the proposed fully implicit method with the IMPES method by solving Case-2
with strong nonlinear eﬀect. In the test, we start with 8 processor cores and a 256 × 128
mesh, and the number of processor cores is increased as the mesh is reﬁned accordingly.
The simulation is terminated at 0.02 year. In the fully implicit method, the initial time step
size t(0) is 2 × 10−3 for the case of a 256 × 128 mesh that leads to an average time step
size of tavg = 5.29 × 10−3 , and then is reduced accordingly as the mesh is reﬁned. In the
semi-implicit method, the time step size is ﬁxed to t = 10−4 for the case of a 256 × 128
mesh, and then is reduced by half as the mesh is reﬁned accordingly. However, the IMPES
method is not convergent for the cases of a 1024 × 512 mesh with t = 2.5 × 10−4 , because
of ﬂoating point exception in the computation of the saturation variable. Hence, we choose
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Figure 10: Strong scalability results with diﬀerent number of processors Np . The left panel corresponds to
the SNB step, and the right panel corresponds to the NE step.

a smaller time step size for this case. As shown in Table 5, the new method is a clear winner
when the mesh sizes become ﬁner in terms of the time step size and the total execution time.
Table 5: Weak scaling results of the adaptive SNB–NE method and the IMPES method.

Method
SNB–NE

IMPES

Number of processors
Mesh size
Initial time step size (years)
Average time step size (years)
Number of time steps
Average nonlinear iteration
Average linear iteration
Execution time (second)
Time step size (years)
Number of time steps
Execution time (second)

8
256 × 128
2 × 10−3
5.29 × 10−3
4
17.5
2.9
8.3
10−4
200
6.3

32
512 × 256
6 × 10−4
2.59 × 10−3
9
18.1
6.9
23.7
5 × 10−5
400
34.9

128
1024 × 512
7 × 10−5
3.71 × 10−4
55
11.3
13.5
133.2
1.25 × 10−5
1600
594.2

Finally, we analyze the behavior of the proposed method when the time step size is
changed. In the test, we again run Case-2 on a ﬁxed 512 × 256 mesh using 32 processor
cores. The simulation is stopped at t = 0.02 year. The results on the average numbers
of Newton and GMRES iterations as well as the total compute time for the global and
subspace iterations are summarized in Table 6. The results in the table clearly indicate that
the combination of nonlinear and linear iterations works well for even very large value of
time steps.
6. Concluding remarks
In the paper, we proposed a new algorithm, namely a parallel nonlinearly preconditioned
semismooth Newton method for variational inequality multi-components systems with high
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Table 6: The eﬀect of diﬀerent time steps a 512 × 256 mesh. The number of processors is Np = 32. The
simulation is ended at t = 0.02. In the table, the columns of “SNB step” (“NE step”) denote the performance
of the global (subspace) iteration, and “Time” in the the column of ”SNB–NE” includes the total execution
time for solving all the nonlinear systems for the global and subspace iterations.
t0
10−3
8 × 10−4
6 × 10−4
2 × 10−4
8 × 10−5

tavg

Steps
7
8
9
24
57

3.51 × 10−3
2.92 × 10−3
2.23 × 10−3
8.62 × 10−4
3.55 × 10−4

Newton
25.1
20.7
18.1
10.9
6.3

GMRES
SNB step
5.1
6.4
6.9
8.2
10.0

Time

Newton

17.4
16.8
17.0
29.1
45.2

23.6
17.3
14.2
7.7
4.2

GMRES
NE step
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.0

Time
9.9
7.2
6.7
9.5
12.2

Time
SNB–NE
27.3
24.0
23.7
38.6
57.4

nonlinearity, and applied it in two-phase ﬂow simulations in a porous media. The key idea
of the method is the use of a nonlinear elimination preconditioner to remove the the highly
nonlinear components that often causes the failure of the nonlinear iteration for convergence.
For the application of two-phase ﬂow in porous media, we reformulate the two-phase model
as a variational inequality that naturally ensures the physical feasibility of the saturation
variable, and then solve it with the proposed SNB–NE method. We tested the algorithm
for three benchmark problems and showed numerically that the fully implicit solver is more
robust than the semi-implicit IMPES method and scalable in terms of parallelization on a
supercomputer with thousands of processors.
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